Program for Frank Baker Concert March 15, 1977

1. Sounds
2. Amazing Grace
3. Sounds
4. Sleep is Away
5. Poem
6. We'll to the Woods
7. Kumbaya
8. Strange Fruit
9. Spring Can Really Hang You Up the Most
10. Jim
11. Cluck Old Hen
12. Indian Song
13. Song to a Seagull
14. Entrance of Sleep
15. Halt
16. Apple Song
17. Sea of Joy
18. Israeli Chant
19. Somewhere Over the Rainbow
20. No Opportunity Necessary, No Experience Required
21. Betrachte Meine Seele
22. Waves
23. Brother, Can You Spare a Dime?
24. Amazing Grace

Jeanne O'Donnell, Laurie Nelson
The Group
Jeanne, Laurie
written by Leigh Strimbeck
performed by Leigh Strimbeck, Don Belton, Jeff Reed
read and written by Jon Bush
bass clarinet by Jeff Reed
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Lauriston Thrush

Jeff Reed
Michael Downs
written by Paul Temple
performed by The Group

Gael Alcock
The Group